Abstract The D3R Grand Challenge 2015 was focused on two protein targets: Heat Shock Protein 90 (HSP90) and MitogenActivated Protein Kinase Kinase Kinase Kinase 4 (MAP4K4). We used a protocol involving a preliminary analysis of the available data in PDB and PubChem BioAssay, and then a docking/scoring step using more computationally demanding parameters that were required to provide more reliable predictions. We could evidence that different docking software and scoring functions can behave differently on individual ligand datasets, and that the flexibility of specific binding site residues is a crucial element to provide good predictions.
Introduction
The blinded prediction challenges organized by the Drug Design Data Resource (D3R) represent unique occasions for our community to evaluate, in ''blind'' conditions, the current state of computer-aided drug discovery technology and the performance of the currently available tools and protocols, with a special emphasis on docking and scoring, through the interchange of high quality protein-ligand datasets and workflows.
The D3R Grand Challenge 2015 was focused on two protein targets ( Fig. 1 ): Heat Shock Protein 90 (HSP90) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase Kinase Kinase Kinase 4 (MAP4K4) [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
In Phase 1 the participants were asked to provide affinity predictions for 180 HSP90 ligands and pose prediction for 6 of them, as well as pose prediction for 30 MAP4K4 ligands and affinity predictions for 18 of them. In Phase 2 the participants were required to provide the same affinity predictions as in Phase 1, taking into account the additional structural data released at the end of Phase 1. Figure 2 shows the chemical structures of compounds from HSP90 dataset for which both affinity predictions and pose predictions were required. Their chemical structures are representative for the whole dataset, containing three main classes: benzimidazolones [23] , aminopyrimidines [24] , and benzophenone-like.
The MAP4K4 dataset for which both affinity predictions and pose predictions were required is shown in Fig. 3 . It contains a relatively diverse distribution of chemical groups, some of them already described in literature [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Methods

Protein structures
We found 191 and 8 crystal structures available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [29] for human HSP90 and MAP4K4, respectively (see the Electronic Supplementary Material for the complete list). All ligands, ions and solvent molecules that were present were manually removed, then the structures were superimposed on the reference structures provided by the D3R Grand Challenge 2015 organizers (PDB codes 2JJC and 4OBO, respectively) in order to conserve the same coordinate system through the whole process. Then, a common center of mass of all ligands from these structures was calculated, and defined as the center of the binding site (coordinates 1.0, 10.1, 24.9 for HSP90 and -16.1, -5.4, 30.4 for MAP4K4 in the coordinate system of the structure provided). The binding sites were considered as spheres with a 20 Å radius around these points. In the case of MAP4K4, the same eight ligands were used to generate a common pharmacophore using MOE v2013.0802 (http://www.chem comp.com/), which was used later for filtering the docking poses. Missing residues in the structure 4AWQ (HSP90) were added using Modeller 9v12 [30] . Hydrogen atoms were added using Hermes, the graphical interface of Gold v5.2.2 [31] software, prior to docking.
Ligands
Ligand structures of the HSP90 and MAP4K4 datasets were provided in SMILES format and they were converted into three-dimensional MOL2 files using CORINA v3.60 (http://www.molecular-networks.com/). The stereochemistry of chiral centers was missing in several ligands from the MAP4K4 dataset and in this case all possible stereoisomers were considered. The protonation state for all compounds was adjusted at physiological pH using LigPrep (Schrödinger, http://www.schrodinger.com/).
Docking
In the preliminary analysis step, several docking software and scoring functions have been tested for their ability to reproduce the protein-ligand complexes from the evaluation datasets (11 representative structures of HSP90 and 8 structures of MAP4K4, see Electronic Supplementary Material for the complete list of PDB structures): Glide (Schrödinger, http://www.schrodinger.com/) with the standard precision (SP) scoring function, Gold [31] with the GoldScore, ChemScore, ChemPLP and ASP scoring functions, Vina [32] and Autodock [33] . As a result of preliminary analysis, Gold with the GoldScore scoring function was used in Phase 1 for evaluating both datasets, whereas Glide was used only for the HSP90 dataset. Default parameters were used in all cases for docking, except with Gold, where a search efficiency of 200 % was used in order to better explore the conformational space, as well as a limited side-chain flexibility: Lys58 (HSP90) and Lys54 (MAP4K4) were flexible, and the two flipped conformations of Asn51 (HSP90) were considered. In Phase 2, the rescoring of the MAP4K4 complexes was carried out using Gold with the GoldScore scoring function.
Graphics
Chemical structures were depicted using CACTVS Chemoinformatics Toolkit v3.409 (Xemistry, http://www.xem istry.com/), images for protein structures were generated using PyMol 1.8.1 (Schrödinger, http://www.pymol.org/) and histograms were obtained using the R package (http:// www.r-project.org).
Results and discussion
In this study we followed a general approach specially designed for predictions without prior knowledge of the results, which are the conditions generally encountered in real-life projects. Therefore, we took advantage of any structural and biochemical data publicly available for the target proteins and for the ligands, and we tried to avoid potential problems by taking into account all protein conformations described to date and the flexibility of key residues in the binding sites. This protocol involves a preliminary analysis of information available in literature (structural and enzymatic data), which is used for the evaluation of the best docking software and associated scoring function that are adapted for the system to be studied (protein targets and ligand datasets). This combination of docking software and scoring function is then used for the actual prediction. This approach proved to be highly successful during our participation to the SAMPL3 (2011) [34] , SAMPL4 (2013) [35] and CSAR (2014) [36] docking and virtual screening challenges. Noteworthy, as for our previous studies [34] [35] [36] , we use normal docking (not virtual screening) parameters, and a search efficiency of 200 %. Considering the size and conformational flexibility of some ligands included in the D3R Grand Challenge 2015 datasets, these parameters are key points required for providing reliable results, especially in the pose prediction step, and for a better conformational sampling of docking conformations.
Preliminary analysis
We started by identifying the structural data available for the two protein targets (HSP90 and MAP4K4) in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [29] and PubChem BioAssay [37] . This information was further used to evaluate several different docking software and scoring functions and to identify those that are the most adapted for the given targets in positioning the ligand in the binding site and in scoring (or rescoring) the docking poses.
HSP90
A number of 191 crystal structures of human HSP90 were identified in the PDB, containing 225 unique ligands. The three-dimensional structure of protein in these structures is well conserved, with the exception of the fragment 99-129 which is very flexible [38] (Fig. 4) . According to the conformation of this fragment, we could cluster these structures in 11 groups (see the Electronic Supplementary Material for the complete list of structures included in each group). From each group a representative structure was chosen and the ensemble of these 11 structures was used for further calculations.
On the other hand, we could find in PubChem BioAssay 740 compounds with enzymatic data for human HSP90. Among them, 670 compounds were active and 70 inactive. The structure comparison of the 225 unique ligands from the PDB structures and the 670 active compounds from the PubChem BioAssay afforded 50 structures that were common between the two datasets.
These 50 ligand structures, for which both binding modes and enzymatic data are available, were docked into the 11 representative HSP90 structures selected previously using several combinations of docking software and scoring functions: Glide with the standard precision (SP) scoring function, Gold with the GoldScore, ChemScore, ChemPLP and ASP scoring functions, Vina and Autodock. RMSD values compared with the native ligands from the crystallographic structures were calculated for all docking poses. For each combination protein-ligand-(docking software)-(scoring function) we have considered the lowest RMSD value and the RMSD value of the best ranking pose, in order to evaluate the accuracy of docking and scoring. In these conditions, all docking software and scoring func- tions provided good results for 70 % of the dataset, whereas Gold with GoldScore scoring function and to a lesser extent Glide performed better for the remaining structures from the dataset (Fig. 5, left) .
MAP4K4
Eight X-ray structures of human MAP4K4 were available in the PDB, showing a good conservation of the threedimensional structure with the exception of a region containing the P-loop, which is known to adopt either a ''closed'' or an ''open'' conformation (Fig. 6) . Given the limited availability of structural data and the diversity of structures in the D3R Grand Challenge 2015 MAP4K4 dataset, we have generated a pharmacophore using MOE and the superposed ligands from the eight cystal structures (see Figure S4 in the Electronic Supplementary Material for the structures of these ligands). This pharmacophore, which contained a single pharmacophoric point-a hydrogen bond acceptor able to interact with the backbone NH group of Cys108, was further used in Phase 1 to filter the docking poses.
Phase 1
HSP90
The D3R Grand Challenge 2015 HSP90 dataset containing 180 ligands was docked on the 11 representative HSP90 structures using Glide with SP scoring function and Gold with the four scoring functions mentioned above, in the preliminary analysis step. As the 180 ligands can be easily classified according to their chemical structures (aminopyrimidines, benzimidazolones and benzophenone- like-see the Electronic Supplementary Material, page S9, for more details) and representative binding modes are known for all these three chemical moieties (Fig. 7) , we have used the common substructures between the three ligands from crystallographic structures (A13, MEX and 4EU) and the 180 ligands from the HSP90 dataset in order to compute RMSD values, using the same approach as in the Preliminary analysis step. For each ligand, we have selected the pose displaying the best RMSD (close to zero), regardless the protein structure on which docking was performed, then all the ligands were ranked based on their GoldScore.
The results are plotted in Fig. 5 (right) , showing a very good behavior of Gold with all four scoring functions on more than 90 % of the dataset, whereas Glide provides very deceiving results on the whole dataset. It is noteworthy the big difference in behavior with Glide between the Preliminary analysis dataset and the D3R Grand Challenge 2015 dataset, showing the sensitivity of this software on the input ligand dataset. This difference is not observed for Gold, which produces equally good predictions on the testing and on the D3R Grand Challenge 2015 datasets. The results obtained with Gold and GoldScore scoring function were submitted as the first prediction and those obtained with Glide as the second prediction (the last one being expected to behave not very well), in order to evaluate the accuracy of the two extremes.
This difference between the docking programs might be due, at least in part, to the flexibility of the Lys58 residue in HSP90, which was taken into account with Gold and treated as rigid with Glide, Vina and Autodock. The flexibility of this residue seems to be of crucial importance during the docking process, since Gold with rigid side chain of Lys58 provides very bad RMSD values with the D3R Grand Challenge 2015 HSP90 dataset, comparable with those obtained for Glide (Fig. 5, right) .
In the pose prediction section of the challenge were included six HSP90 ligands (HSP044, HSP044, HSP073, HSP164, HSP175 and HSP179), for which we have submitted the docking conformations corresponding to the best score from the calculations presented above. For four of them (HSP044, HSP044, HSP175 and HSP179) we have also submitted a second conformation, which presented a significantly different binding mode. At the end of Phase 1 were released the crystallographic structures of HSP90 complexes containing the six ligands proposed for pose prediction. A comparison of our docking poses with the best score and the crystallographic conformations is provided in Fig. 8 . We had very good predictions for the first four ligands, with the exception of the pyridylsulfonyl group in HSP044, and a good overall ligand orientation, but some different interactions with the binding site for HSP175 and HSP179. This resulted into a mean RMSD of 1.48 Å for the best score conformations, and a mean RMSD of 1.20 Å for the lowest RMSD poses.
MAP4K4
The protocol used for MAP4K4 was identical with those used for HSP90 (docking and scoring), with the exception of an additional pharmacophore-based post-docking filtering step. All 8 MAP4K4 crystal structures available were used for docking, using Gold with the GoldScore scoring function. The analysis of the docked ligand poses was carried in two steps. The first filtering was done using the pharmacophore generated in a previous step, in order to retain those poses that establish the interactions that are essential for the biological activity. When several different poses were compatible with the pharmacophore, the pose(s) that establish the maximum number of favorable interactions with the rest of the binding site were selected for submission. The GoldScore value for the best pose of each ligand selected above was then retrieved and used for ranking. The analysis of the Phase 1 submission showed that our prediction reproduced moderately well the experimental affinities data, with values of 0.46 and 0.33 for Fig. 7 Representative interactions between the protein HSP90 and ligands A13 (a, PDB code 2QFO), MEX (b, PDB code 3OW6) and 4EU (c, PDB code 4YKY). Ligands are colored in magenta, green and cyan, respectively. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity Pearson R and Kendall Tau, respectively, which ranks our Phase 1 MAPK4K scoring submission ex-aequo on the 3rd-4th positions out of 76 submissions (see Figure S5 in the Electronic Supplementary Material).
For the pose prediction challenge we have submitted the docking pose corresponding to the best score for each ligand. The crystallographic structures of the 30 MAP4K4 ligands included in the pose prediction challenge that were released at the end of Phase 1 showed two binding patterns for which representative examples are shown in Fig. 9 . In the first case (representative for 11 ligands), the binding mode was already known and generally it was correctly predicted. In the second (representative for 17 ligands), a previously unknown binding mode is present and this one was generally not well predicted. There are also 2 ligands (MAP04 and MAP17) that interact with Cys108 only through crystallographic water molecules and for which the docking poses were also incorrect. We can therefore assume that in the last two cases our analysis of docking results was biased by the limited availability of structural information regarding the interaction of this protein with different families of ligands. The direct consequence of this is the relatively high overall mean RMSD values of our predictions compared with the experimental coordinates (4.64 and 4.32 Å , for the best scoring poses and for lowest-RMSD poses, respectively, see Fig. 10 ). A tentative explanation for the good ranking prediction of the MAP4K4 ligands while the positioning of these ligands in the binding site is relatively poor might be related to the fact that the key interactions of the ligand with the binding site are reproduced in the predictions, but not with the same atoms as in the crystal structure. In these conditions, the energy of the protein-ligand interaction is relatively well evaluated, in spite of important differences in binding geometries.
Phase 2
HSP90
As we have already taken into account the protein flexibility in the Preliminary analysis and Phase 1 steps, the release of the 6 new HSP90 crystal structures did not bring any new structural information, and therefore our submission for Phase 2 (ligand ranking prediction) was identical with the one from Phase 1.
MAP4K4
In Phase 2 we have only rescored the 30 protein-ligand MAP4K4 complexes that were released at the end of Phase 1, using Gold with GoldScore scoring function. All ligands were then ranked according to their best GoldScore value, from the highest to the lowest. The performance of scoring using crystal structures of the complexes (Phase 2) was reasonably good, with values of 0.45 and 0.34 for Pearson R and Kendall Tau, respectively, which are very similar with those obtained using docking poses (Phase 1). Figure 10 shows a comparison of mean RMSD values for all pose prediction submissions of the D3R Grand Challenge 2015. Our submissions (for which the results were obtained in both cases using Gold with GoldScore scoring function) were ranked in the 7th position out of 42 for HSP90 and in the 5th position out of 27 for MAP4K4.
An overview of the ligand scoring submissions from Phase 2 is presented in Fig. 11 (see Figure S5 in the Electronic Supplementary Material for the corresponding Phase 1 results). Our HSP90 and MAP4K4 submissions prepared with Gold and GoldScore scoring function were ranked 29th out of 59 and 2nd out of 46, whereas, as expected, the HSP90 submission prepared with Glide was ranked on the last, 59th position.
Looking retrospectively, the quality of our predictions, at least for the MAP4K4 target, suffered from the use of a pharmacophore filtering that was not fuzzy enough, therefore missing conformations that might have been correct. All the MAP4K4 ligands interacting with Cys108 in the protein-ligand complexes available at the time of the D3R Grand Challenge 2015, which were used for building the pharmacophore, had the hydrogen bond acceptor in exactly the same region of space, whereas the crystal structures released during the challenge showed a wider spatial distribution for the partners involved in this interaction.
We consider that the ranking of ligands can be greatly improved by using post-docking processing, especially by using free energy calculations. In addition to a more reliable evaluation of the affinity between protein and ligand, this post-docking processing can also identify and correct small deviations in the docking poses, take into account the influence of water molecules and of fully flexible protein, etc. Although these techniques require more important computational resources, they are fully justified by the potential benefits in providing better predictions and we intend to pursue our future research in this direction. 
Conclusions
In this study we used a protocol involving a preliminary analysis of the available data in PDB and PubChem BioAssay, and then a docking/scoring step using more computationally demanding parameters that were required to provide more reliable predictions. We could evidence that different docking software and scoring functions can behave differently on individual ligand datasets, and that the flexibility of specific binding site residues is a crucial element to provide good predictions.
